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Scholarly Communication
Crisis
n

Overview of the issues
n

n

New initiatives
n

n

Betty Rozum, Utah State University
Margaret Landesman, University of Utah

Communicating with the campus
n

Randy Ward, Brigham Young University

Scholarly Communication
Crisis
An Overview

What Is Scholarly
Communication?
n

The system used by researchers and
educators to communicate their ideas
and research to their peers in the
scholarly community

Scholarly Communication
Mechanics
n

Scholarly Communication includes:
n
n
n
n

n

the creation,
evaluation (through peer review),
distribution, and
preservation of researcher’s work

The main method of dissemination is
the peer reviewed (scholarly) journal

What’s the Crisis? Facts and
Figures
n

n

The Consumer Price Index increased
68% between 1986 and 2003
The unit cost of a scholarly journals has
increased 227% between 1986 and
2003
n

The only other index of inflation that is
comparable is the cost of health care,
which rose at the same rate

What’s the Crisis? Facts and
Figures
n

The average North American library has
cut the number of journals purchased
by 6% and book acquisitions by 26%
since 1986

Facts and Figures
n

Publisher profits have been very healthy
n

n

Some publishers post profits up to 40%, in spite
of journal cancellations
Elsevier boasts that their inflation (about 6.5%)
merely keeps up with inflation – yet the US CPI
increased only 1.6% between Nov. 2003 and Nov.
2004

Why such outrageous
inflation?
n

Publishers need to show profits to their
investors
n

Scholarly publishing is one of the most
profitable segments in the publishing
industry
n

While the profit for scholarly publishers may
reach 40%, the median for profits for all
publishers is approx. 5%

Why such outrageous
inflation?
n

Decreasing personal subscriptions
n

As libraries provide site wide electronic
access, more people cancel their personal
subscriptions. In order to maintain their
revenue stream, publishers increase
subscriptions costs.

Why such outrageous
inflation?
n

Mergers of publishing companies
n

n

Publisher mergers have been directly
correlated to increased inflation on titles
held by those publishers
Lack of competition allows publishers to
continue to raise prices

Other issues
n

Paying twice – or more!
n
n

n

n

n

Universities pay researchers to carry out research
Researchers provide commercial publishers with
their results, free of charge to the publisher
Publishers are often given the copyrights by the
researchers
Researchers volunteer their expertise to serve as
peer reviewers and editors for commercial
publishers
Universities purchase the information in this new
package – at very high prices!

Electronic Access to the
Rescue??
n

In the past, publishers claimed that
price increases were the result of
printing and distribution costs
n

n

Now, publishers explain that price
increases are due to providing electronic
access

Publishers often charge the same, if not
more, for electronic access

Electronic Journal Bundling
n

n

Publishers group their titles into bundles,
which can be comprehensive or subject
specific sub-sets
These are sold as all-or-nothing deals
n

n

Publishers do not allow libraries to cancel
subscriptions or else they lose electronic access

Publishers are “protected” from cancellations,
since cancellation of a single title nullifies the
entire package

Bundling Backlash
n

Elsevier and the Big Deal
n

n

Several major universities have cancelled or are
considering cancellation of online access to
Elsevier’s Science Direct package due to the
inability to cancel print Elsevier titles
UC Santa Cruz’s Academic Senate is encouraging
faculty to cut all ties to Elsevier – including
submission of paper and service on editorial
boards

The Bottom Line
n

n

Libraries continue to cut journals

Faculty and students lose access to
information they need

The Bottom Line
n

n

n

Academic libraries are purchasing fewer
books
Scholarly books reach a much reduced
market, since libraries cannot afford to
purchase both books and journals
Libraries are less able to provide users
with the publications they need

Where Do We Go From Here?

The Scholarly Communications
Crisis: Outreach to Faculty
Randy Ward
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah
May 6, 2004 ULA Annual Meeting
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Introduction
n

Fun Stuff (“cheap & cheerful”)

n

Presentations to Faculty/Administration

n

Faculty Resolutions
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Fun Stuff . . . (cont.)
http://www.library.uq.edu.au/priceshock/
http://www.hshsl.umaryland.edu/information/news/exhibits/
money/index.html
Others (also good readings), see:
http://www.searchbug.com/directory.aspx/Society/Issues/
Intellectual_Property/Free_Access_Theory/Journal_Cost_Issues/
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Presentations to Faculty/
Admin.
n

Reaching out critical (of course)
n

n

Faculty
n Where they publish
n Where they edit
n Support of library decisions

Admin/Deans
n
n

n

Tenure requirements
University-wide policies (i.e. institutional
repositories, university presses?)
Support of library decisions
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Presentations . . . (cont.)
n

BYU
n
n
n
n
n
n

Working more heavily since 2002
Academic VP council & Deans’ council
Strategic Planning Committee
Scholarly Communication Task Force
Campus-wide event or individual depts?
Figures can be very compelling to faculty
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Presentations . . . (cont.)
n

John Christensen research (BYU)
n

n

n
n
n

548 Elsevier-controlled out of ~9000 BYU
subscriptions
(6%)
$1.1 MM of $3.4 MM goes to Elseviercontrolled publishers
(32%)
Preparing and separating data by dept.
Will add use-statistics
R. Murdoch (and subject librarians) will
present to departments
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Presentations . . . (cont.)
n

Librarians’ role
n

We are not just “purchasing agents”
n

n
n

Our “bread and butter” is (i.e. our paychecks/jobs
depend on) doing our best to evaluate tools and
get the best tools and values possible. “Investing”

Get the statistics out there! Believe!
Encourage faculty to publish in (& edit for)
less-expensive journals.
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Faculty Resolutions
http://www.library.cornell.edu/scholarlycomm/
resolution.html
http://www.arl.org/scomm/resolutions/conn.html

Others at:
http://www.library.arizona.edu/scholcomm/Issues/
happening.shtml
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Summary
There are fun things and more serious, involved
things we can do to reach out to the faculty and
administration. A good start are the “cheap and
cheerful” if your funds are limited. There is no
shortage of places to look in the literature and
the internet for further reports and information
(i.e. SPARC, C&RL News, SCHOLCOMM-L).
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